
Q.3 The cut trunk of the tree can be used to know 
______.

Q.6 Magnesium is available in ______ form.

Q.4 What is the purpose of Alodine process?

Q.2 The windshield of military aircraft is made of ___.

SECTION-A

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 
compulsory  (10x1=10)

Q.1 Name the wood most commonly used in 
aircrafts.

Q.5 What is the use of Birch wood?

Q.7 What is the process used to make the fabric air 
and water tight?

Q.8 Name any two alloys of steel?
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Q.34 Describe the different types of plastics and 
rubbers and their applications.

Q.35 Describe all types of non-ferrous alloys being 
used in aircraft manufacturing.

Q.36 Describe the aircraft steels and their 
applications. Explain briefly the heat treatment 
processes of steels.

SECTION-D 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions out of four questions. 3x10=30

Q.33 Describe all type of woods those are used in 
aircraft construction along with their properties?
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Q.32 Explain age hardening

Q.26 What is the property of material which is suitable 
for extrusion? Give one example.

Q.25 What is acrylic and describe its use.

Q.29 What is the use of aircraft steels?

Q.30 What type of heat treatment is done on 
aluminum?

Q.27 What change in property take place by adding 
carbon to mild steel?

Q.28 Explain Iron Carbon diagram?

Q.24 Compare thermo-plastics and thermosets.

Q.31 Describe doing process and its requirement?

Q.22 Give the difference between iron and steel?

SECTION-C 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 
questions out of ten questions.               8x5=40

Q.23 List all types of rubbers and their use in aircraft 
construction?
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SECTION-B 

Q.9 ____ metal in steel alloy reduces the grain size.

Q.10 What is SAE 105?

Q.11 What is the use of woods in aircraft 
construction?

Q.14 What is the effect of adding Vanadium in carbon 
steel?

Q.12 Define thermosetting material?

Note: Very short answer type questions. Attempt any 
ten questions out of twelve questions.  10x2=20

Q.15 Define is carburizing?

Q.16 What is special about titanium alloys?

Q.18 What are the properties required from aircraft 
paint?

Q.19 What do you mean by warp and weft?

Q.20 Give the use of surface tape?.

Q.21  List the different types of plastics.

Q.17 Give two examples of extrusion?

Q.13 What is the effect of carbon in steel?
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